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Abstract

Information overload is a problem for many researchers, particularly in the biomedical
field, where more articles are being written every year than is feasible for a single person
to read. Information extraction aims to provide a solution to this problem by extracting
information from the text data in articles and presenting the main points in a compact,
immediately usable form, but the tabular data in those papers pose a specific challenge
that, to the best of our knowledge, has yet to be properly addressed. Tables are attractive
because they summarise and highlight relevant information in a semi-structured way, but
currently there are few approaches that take advantage of the data they contain.

This project aims to investigate automated methods for extracting information from
tables scraped from journal articles on hereditary nonpolypopsis colorectal cancer. We
explored the use of various heuristics and machine learning techniques to extract mu-
tation information from tables. The tables are first scraped from the journal papers in
HTML format and segmented into table vectors; the vectors pertaining to mutations are
subsequently identified and examined at the cell level to extract mutations. Our results
show that efficient identification of mutations from tables is possible through the use of
machine learning techniques, using vector header words as features.
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1 Introduction

Biomedical science is a large, fast-paced and rapidly-growing field, and the volume of biomedi-
cal journal articles written every year presents a large problem for researchers. It is important
that they keep up with the field, otherwise research goes unused or gets repeated. But the
sheer number of articles makes it impossible for anyone to read them all, and even makes
finding articles on a particular subject a difficult task. Fast access to biomedical information
is a priority; if a life-saving breakthrough has been made, it is in everyone’s best interests to
have it be commonly known.

There are some existing resources that were designed to help address this problem. Article
repositories (or collections) have been created, most notably MEDLINE, that have a set list
of subject headings that articles are ‘filed’ under. Databases on particular subsets of the
biomedical domain also exist, such as on genes, proteins, or diseases.

However, databases and repositories are expensive to produce, in terms of time and human
effort, as to the best of our knowledge there is no way to create them without human input.
Articles in repositories must be manually filed under subjects; database entries must be
entered by hand. The use of text mining to automate the process is a task that has been
explored. The goal of text mining is the extraction of information from textual data, typically
in response to a query/question.

Tabular data contained in articles are frequently overlooked by conventional text mining
systems. Tables are attractive because they summarise and highlight relevant information
in a semi-structured way, but currently there are few approaches that take advantage of the
data they contain. Table processing is a specific challenge that, to the best of our knowledge,
has yet to be properly addressed.

This project aims to investigate automated methods for extracting information from ta-
bles scraped from journal articles on hereditary nonpolypopsis colorectal cancer (HNPCC).
Specifically, we are interested in mutations of the kind indexed in the Mismatch Repair
(MMR) Database [30], which contains information on genes and the associated mutations
which lead to HNPCC, as well as links to the articles that reference them.

To set up our experiments, we first scrape the tables from papers that had been selected for
entry into the MMR database. The tables are subsequently segmented into column headers,
row headers and data cells.

We then perform table vector classification, that is, classification experiments over table
columns or rows (depending on the table orientation). We explored the use of various heuris-
tics and machine learning techniques to extract gene and mutation information from tables.
Our results show that efficient identification of mutations from tables is possible through the
use of machine learning techniques, using header words as features.

The columns pertaining to mutations are subsequently identified and segmented further
into cells to allow individual mutations to be extracted. We then evaluate the output of the
table vector classifier, in terms of mutations extracted, against the MMR database records.

A review of text mining with respect to the biomedical field is presented in Section
2. The process for obtaining tabular data and how the data was preprocessed to allow
experimentation is detailed in Section 3, as well as a description of our evaluation metrics.
In Section 4, we explain our table vector classification methods and system, and in Section 5,
we then measure the rate of mutation detection by comparing the output of the table vector
classifier against the MMR database records - that is, we evaluate on the entity level rather
than the vector level. Finally, our conclusions and suggestions for future work are presented
in Section 6.
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2 Background

There are several major challenges that need to be overcome when performing text mining
over tables in the biomedical domain. In this section, we discuss some general issues per-
taining to biomedical information access. We then describe the techniques involved in text
mining and the problems that need to be addressed to adequately perform text mining over
biomedical data, as well as some of the state-of-the-art biomedical text mining tools. Fi-
nally, we discuss the challenges presented by tabular data and the approaches that have been
attempted towards solving this problem.

2.1 Access to Biomedical Information

The volume of papers being written every year in the biomedical field is far greater than a
single person is capable of reading. The papers are accessible through repositories such as
MEDLINE1, a collection of life sciences and biomedical information covering articles pub-
lished as far back as 1950 from around the world, compiled and maintained by the U.S.
National Library of Medicine. What is really needed, however, is for the information in
articles to be presented in an immediately usable form, such as in databases.

The MEDLINE database is updated weekly and now contains over 16 million records.
The number of articles added per year has been steadily increasing since its inception in
1965: last year, over 670,000 records were added2. Every article is indexed manually using
medical subject headings (MeSH), a controlled vocabulary of over 24,000 terms arranged in
hierarchical order, a process which in itself requires human effort. Articles are available as
either abstracts or in full text on a subscription basis. They are searchable via the PubMed
online interface which also assigns unique PubMedIDs to each article, a useful point of refer-
ence for automated scraping. This allows many articles published in over 5,000 journals, in
a variety of languages, to be available in a central location for ease of access.

While the MEDLINE database makes a large selection of biomedical research available
in a central location, this does not do very much for filtering the information: it only solves
the problem of article availability. Biomedical researchers must therefore use other metrics
to refine or limit their searches. One such metric used is the journal’s impact factor [12], a
measure of the citations to the specific journal and a metric frequently used as a rating for
the importance of a journal in its field.

Even so, search engines can only find specific terms; they cannot address the problems
of synonymy (the same idea being expressed through different terms) or ambiguity (terms
having different meanings depending on context). In the area of genomics, such limitations
greatly restrict information access: a researcher might be interested in papers related to a
particular gene mutation, but that same mutation could be legitimately described in several
different ways. A keyword-based search engine is simply incapable of doing that sort of
querying. This is especially true when searching for point mutations; any given gene can have
a multitude of variations or mutations, and there are many ways to describe that mutation.

In any case search engines can only address the problem of information retrieval; they
return relevant documents from which information can be gained, not the information con-
tained in the documents in an immediately usable format. The researcher still has to read
documents returned by the search engine. A better way of presenting information would be
to use databases, where the information is collected and linked together in a readily acces-
sible form. This would allow researchers to not only easily search for information, but also

1http://medlineplus.gov/
2Statistics quoted from http://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/index stats comp.html; retrieved October 2008
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cross-reference information with ease.
Some examples of such databases are Gene Ontology [3], Swiss Prot [4], DAVID [9] and

Entrez [24]. Entrez in particular is of interest to is. It is one such database geared towards
finding information on specific topics in genetics and began as Entrez Gene, a query envi-
ronment for genetic sequences, but has since branched out to allow querying over a wider
range of subjects. Entrez searches PubMed’s database as well as many others and is capable
of returning information on gene and protein sequences and chromosome maps, among other
things.

We are most interested in gene mutations - we work with the Human Variome Project
(HVP)3, an initiative to build a database of gene mutations. One of the resources the HVP is
building is a database of all gene mutations and their properties occurring in the human pop-
ulation. This is particularly important to researchers studying genetics and gene mutations
in particular; the success of the Human Genome Project, an effort to map out the genes that
make up entire human genetic code, has opened up new and interesting avenues of research,
but again one where data is overabundant.

InSiGHT4 is a specific sub-project of the HVP focusing on hereditary nonpolyposis col-
orectal cancer (HNPCC). It was formed as a joint effort by the International Collaborative
Group on Hereditary Non Polyposis Colorectal Cancer (ICG-HNPCC) and the Leeds Castle
Polyposis Group (LCPG) in Lorne, Australia. Their purpose is to study hereditary cancer
caused by gene mutations.

One of the initiatives within InSiGHT is the Mismatch Repair (MMR) Database [30],
a pilot project database compiled by the Memorial University of Newfoundland, another
database of gene-mutation pairs specific to the gene mutations that lead to HNPCC. As of
May 2008, it contained a total of 5,491 records on mutations that occur on any one of four
genes that have been identified to cause colon cancer. Some example records from the MMR
database are shown in Table 1.

Gene Exon Mutation Authors Year MMR ID PubMedID

MLH1 Exon13 c.1491delG Yamamoto et al. 1998 2887 9500462
MLH1 Promotor c.-93G>A An et al. 2007 5373 17870204
MLH1 Promotor c.-93G>A Hubner et al. 2007 5380 17895478
MLH1 Promotor c.-42C>T Hubner et al. 2007 5381 17895478

Table 1: Example MMR Records

Each column denotes a field in the MMR database; rows are instances. These fields
are important because they contain information researchers are directly interested in (Gene,
Exon, Mutation) and the paper said information can be found in. Only the second last field
must be unique. The rest of the fields in the database (‘Gene’, ‘Mutation’ and so on) can
be repeated, and frequently are: one paper may contain multiple mutations (and thus have
multiple entries), or the same mutation may be referenced in different papers.

We are interested in investigating automatic methods for aiding the construction of
databases like the MMR database. Several such databases exist, but they all have one thing
in common: the source articles were hand-curated. That is, a human expert evaluated the
source articles manually and entered the information deemed relevant into the database. Each
paper considered for inclusion in the database must be at least partially read, the interesting
data identified and then entered by hand into a database - human error means that some

3http://www.humanvariomeproject.org/
4http://www.insight-group.org/
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information might be lost, and the sheer volume of papers makes this approach unscalable
without automatic aids.

As Karamis et al [21] illustrates, even when curators do not actually read the articles in
their entirety - working from HTML or PDF documents, the Find function was used to search
for keywords and skip to the relevant sections - it is still a time-consuming process. Curators
frequently have to flip back and forth through a document to extract the information properly,
as a particular data point may be referenced multiple times throughout the document. They
prove that even a system that does not perform fully automated curation is still valuable:
their system, which highlights potentially interesting information in text for curators to verify,
allows the curation process to be performed 58% faster, a significant reduction in time spent.
In terms of ‘utility’ (measured in terms of mean actions - button clicks and so on - required
by the curator before they arrive at a database entry), their system is 74% better.

Essentially, the process of curating such documents by hand is a long, involved, time-
consuming and human-intensive process. There are several other existing tools that attempt
to address this problem, described in the next section (2.2).

2.2 Text Mining for Biomedical Data

There are several ways to think about text mining, as noted by Hearst [14]. One is to merely
view it as an extension of data mining: automated discovery of trends and patterns over data
sets, the only difference being the data set is comprised of natural language documents rather
than data records. Another definition, which we use, is to consider it as part of computational
linguistics and natural language procesing, where statistical analysis are used in conjunction
with various techniques to extract structured information from unstructured text.

It is important that the distinction is made between text mining and information retrieval.
The goal of information retrieval is to help users by retrieving documents that satisfy their
information needs, without altering the presentation of the document itself in any way [14].
Text mining, however, aims to retrieve knowledge hidden in text and distil it down to present
it to the user in some coherent manner [2] that may be more immediately usable.

In the past, text mining has been largely restricted to the domain of newswire documents,
presumably due to their availability and broad range of topics. It is only recently (within
the last few years) that interest in text mining has spread to more specialist domains like the
biomedical field.

There have been several efforts to apply text mining and natural language processing
techniques to the biomedical domain, such as MEDIE, InfoPubMed and MedScan. Turning
data into information usually involves several steps: parsing the input text, deriving pat-
terns over its structure, and finally analysis of those patterns to produce information. The
biomedical domain presents some unique challenges for text mining. The area of biomedical
research is divided up into many specialized fields and subfields, most of which have their own
unique perspective, terminology, practices and focus - a natural result of the level of detail
that goes into their research, but it also tends to impede the discovery of connections between
discoveries in different subfields. This is especially a problem for projects like the Human
Genome Project, as genetics plays a role in almost every aspect of biomedicine. The goal of
biomedical text mining, therefore, is to shift the burden of discovering these connections and
filtering information from the biomedical researcher to the computer as much as possible [7].

A particularly major problem is the lack of available training data. There exists an
abundance of annotated text for usage in general text mining experiments, but not for the
biomedical domain. The availability of annotated training data is paramount for machine
learning experiments, as machine learners function entirely by building models based on
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training data. Typically, the more data they are given, the better the trained model reflects
the real world and the better they perform. Annotated text is thus a necessity when training
machine learning techniques, as well as to give designers of text mining systems (who are not
necessarily biomedical experts themselves) an idea of what to aim for.

Figure 1: Biomedical Text Processing Pipeline
The techniques are built on top of each other. Consequently, it is important that each is as

accurate as possible, as the errors accumulate.

Figure 1 illustrates a typical pipeline for biomedical text mining. The process begins with
a set of text documents, which are then preprocessed into a form that allows experiments to be
run. The preprocessed text is then used to perform shallow linguistic analysis, such as named
entity recognition. The results of which are subsequently fed into semantic analysis tasks,
such as relation detection. In this example, we ultimately produce a biological knowledge
base of some kind, but this is only one of the possible outputs of a text mining system. Some
other well-studied text mining tasks are text categorization (supervised and unsupervised),
document summarization and so on, but those are the tasks that are most relevant to the
biomedical domain.

The modules in the pipeline are discussed in the following sections.

2.2.1 Preprocessing

Important challenges for text mining occur during the preprocessing step. Parsing the input
text usually first requires pre-processing text into a form that more readily allows experimen-
tation using techniques such as:
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Sentence segmentation, or sentence boundary detection, involves splitting the input text
into sentences based on punctuation markers. Normally sentence boundaries are denoted
by full stops, question marks or exclamation marks, but colons, semicolons and m-dashes
can sometimes be considered logical sentence boundaries as well. Sentence segmentation is
sometimes done as part of, rather than before, tokenization.

There are no challenges specific to biomedicine for this step. While the biomedical domain
occasionally contains non-standard punctuation, it is usually fairly evident when a sentence
ends.

Tokenization involves breaking up the input character stream of continuous prose con-
tinuous prose into linguistically plausible segments (i.e. tokens), such as words or set-length
character strings called n-grams. This is typically done by splitting the input stream based
on spaces or punctuation.

The biomedical domain contains some unique challenges for tokenization, namely how
nonstandard terminology, punctuation and orthographic patterns are common. For instance,
the string ‘di-N-2,3-epoxypropyl N-phenylhydrazones’ should be considered a single token
as it refers to a single object (specifically, in this case it refers to a molecule or chemical
compound), but tokenizing based on whitespace and punctuation would produce seven.

2.2.2 Shallow Linguistic Analysis

Part-of-Speech Tagging. Once the text has been tokenized using an appropriate method, it
can be parsed and tagged. A tag is a keyword or term assigned to each token to describe it in
some manner. Common tags are parts-of-speech (POS) tags - categorising tokens as nouns,
adjectives and so on based on a defined tagset, usually done by machine learning. Many
schemes exist for tagging parts of speech, but they typically tag sentences using the format:
[word1, TAG1], [word2, TAG2] ... [wordN, TAGN]. This is useful as it allows us to identify the
tokens more likely to contain information (nouns and verbs), as well as being an intermediate
step towards identifying grammatical relationships between words.

POS tagging is also problematic when applied to biomedical literature. This is largely due
to the abundance of domain-specific terms that are not typically covered by conventional tag-
gers, such as the example string presented above. Domain-specific taggers are necessary, and
one such tagger is GeniaTagger [27], a POS tagger geared specifically to genetics literature.
The authors report a performance accuracy of 98.26% on biomedical literature, compared to
a generic tagger trained on newswire documents that achieved 85.19% accuracy. This shows
that good performance is possible but adaptation to the domain is necessary.

Named Entity Recognition (NER) is the process of identifying and classifying objects,
or entities, in text and ideally linking it with an entry in an ontology or database. NER
techniques generally assume the availability of POS tags; this is an important heuristic for
cutting down the search space, as entities are generally restricted to nouns. NER is generally
compounded by the fact that the same entity can be referred to in multiple ways using
pronouns, abbreviations and so on.

Named entity recognition is another task where the biomedical domain presents unique
challenges. Early NER efforts focused on mining entities from newswire documents, and as
such detected people, locations and organizations; nouns with fairly standard representation
in English. For biomedical text, entities of interest frequently also include chemical com-
pounds, genes, diseases and so on. Again this is compounded by the lack of training data.
One tool specifically geared to extracting general named entities in biomedical text is Bio-
Tagger [20]. It uses machine learning techniques and currently is capable of detecting three
types of entities: genes, genomic variations and malignancies.
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Other NER tools have been developed to detect mutations (e.g. [6, 5, 15]), but those are
specifically geared to detecting a subclass of mutations called point mutations, for which there
is a standard nomenclature system. We use one of these, MutationFinder [6], a system for
detecting mutations in text using automatically generated regular expressions. MF extracts
mutation mentions and presents them to the user. An acknowledged shortcoming of the
MutationFinder system is that it sometimes confuses genes with mutations. Figure 2 shows
an example abstract taken from the corpora supplied along with the MutationFinder system.
MutationFinder finds the mutations L117R Y91D D10S S175A, but according to the corresponding
gold standard it is only supposed to find S175A. That said, it has a published average F-Score
of 90.5% on their data.

Crystal structures of reaction intermediates of L-2-haloacid dehalogenase and implications for the reaction mechanism.
Crystal structures of L-2-haloacid dehalogenase from Pseudomonas sp. YL complexed with monochloroacetate, L-2-
chlorobutyrate, L-2-chloro-3-methylbutyrate, or L-2-chloro-4-methylvalerate were determined at 1.83-, 2.0-, 2.2-, and
2.2-A resolutions, respectively, using the complex crystals prepared with the S175A mutant, which are isomorphous
with those of the wild-type enzyme. These structures exhibit unique structural features that correspond to those of the
reaction intermediates. In each case, the nucleophile Asp-10 is esterified with the dechlorinated moiety of the substrate.
The substrate moieties in all but the monochloroacetate intermediate have a D-configuration at the C2 atom. The
overall polypeptide fold of each of the intermediates is similar to that of the wild-type enzyme. However, it is clear that
the Asp-10-Ser-20 region moves to the active site in all of the intermediates, and the Tyr-91-Asp-102 and Leu-117-
Arg-135 regions make conformational changes in all but the monochloroacetate intermediates. Ser-118 is located near
the carboxyl group of the substrate moiety; this residue probably serves as a binding residue for the substrate carboxyl
group. The hydrophobic pocket, which is primarily composed of the Tyr-12, Gln-42, Leu-45, Phe-60, Lys-151, Asn-177,
and Trp-179 side chains, exists around the alkyl group of the substrate moiety. This pocket may play an important
role in stabilizing the alkyl group of the substrate moiety through hydrophobic interactions, and may also play a role
in determining the stereospecificity of the enzyme. Moreover, a water molecule, which is absent in the substrate-free
enzyme, is present in the vicinities of the carboxyl carbon of Asp-10 and the side chains of Asp-180, Asn-177, and Ala-
175 in each intermediate. This water molecule may hydrolyze the ester intermediate and its substrate. These findings
crystallographically demonstrate that the enzyme reaction proceeds through the formation of an ester intermediate with
the enzyme’s nucleophile Asp-10.

Figure 2: MutationFinder Abstract

But none of the tools, to our knowledge, handle tables, mainly because they are based
on POS tags - indeed, some like MutationFinder state explicitly that they are trained only
on abstracts. An analysis of MutationFinder’s performance over tabular data is presented in
Section 4 where we run the system over our data. An analysis over its performance over the
full text of the associated articles is presented in Section 5.

2.2.3 Semantic Analysis

Semantic analysis is based upon domain knowledge, and this is again where the lack of
training data presents a large problem for biomedical text mining. Domain knowledge in
the form of machine-readable ontologies are simply rare and not very extensive yet, and as
relation extraction and to a lesser degree named entity recognition builds on ontologies, this
is a problem.

Relation extraction builds upon named entity recognition, and is the task of identifying
relationships between entities. It naturally builds on the output of named entity recognisers
as well as parts-of-speech taggers and sentence parsers.

2.2.4 Text Mining Output

Text mining results in the production of some form of information, such as a biological
knowledge base containing all the findings that were extracted from the text. For the area of
genomics, this could take the form of pathways between genes, exons, mutations and related
information.
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Other forms of output are also possible. Text categorization, or classification, involves
separating a set of input documents into classes or clusters. Each cluster can have a preset
label or subject (supervised classification), or the classifier can cluster ‘similar’ documents
together without the need for a human to label input documents (unsupervised classification).
e.g. identify all documents related to mutations.

Document summarization automatically shortens the input text while retaining the salient
points. There are two broad approaches to this problem: extraction, which copies key phrases
from the input text; and abstraction, which condenses and rephrases the input text. Abstrac-
tion can generally better capture the meaning of the input text in less words, but is a far
harder problem as it requires natural language generation, not merely understanding. e.g.
produce a short summary of a journal article.

2.3 Table Processing

An important but relatively little-researched sub-problem in text mining is information ex-
traction from tables. In general, tabular data contains a lot of important information - precise
results, statistics, information that might not be contained elsewhere in the text. Moreover,
several problems that occur in text mining efforts on continuous prose are simplified in tables.

Parts-of-speech tagging becomes largely irrelevant. Tables do not contain complete sen-
tences, save perhaps table captions which are not always considered part of the table. Sen-
tence fragments may occur in some cells, but each cell frequently contains very few words.
Indeed, the language in tables is often very compact, with few superfluous words and many
abbreviations. As there is no grammatical structure, each table must instead be decomposed
into cells and its structure inferred from there.

Named entity recognition becomes an entirely different problem as recognisers are built
to work from POS tags. However, NER is a problem that can be solved in other ways as
while the system still has to detect and recognise entities, they usually are only referenced in
one (consistent) manner. Table headers also give hints as to where named entities might be;
a column/row titled ‘Gene’ would likely contain some relevant named entities.

Figure 3 shows a table taken from a paper in our collection.
The presence of column/row headers also means that tables are more similar to database

records than continuous prose. For instance, the table shown in Figure 3 (taken from a
MEDLINE article in our collection) contains much of the same data that was present in
database records, in a very similar format - not buried in the middle of continuous prose. In
this case, there is one corresponding database record, shown below:

MLH1- Exon16 | c.1852 1854delAAG | Katballe et al. | 2002 | 1023 | 11772966

2.3.1 Challenges for Table Processing

Table processing can be divided into two broad steps: table detection to identify tabular data
amongst input text, and table parsing to perform extraction of data from tables. Several
systems have been put forward to handle both; some are designed only to handle table
detection, and others assume the table detection process can be done separately and focus
on extracting data. Both machine learning and heuristic or rule-based approaches have been
proposed.

While some problems that crop up when parsing continuous prose do not occur during
table processing, processing tables present problems of their own. Some problems are caused
by the source of the tables, such as the problems described by Hurst [17] that need to be
overcome by efforts to process and understand HTML tables from the web. Hurst notes that
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Figure 3: Example Table

the presence of the appropriate tags does not necessarily indicate the content is a table; those
tags could have been used for formatting only. Some web tables are also internally formatted
using other tags to place text spatially rather than using <tr> or <td> markers, or simply
using plain text and whitespace alignment. Hurst divides the problems into two categories:
those caused by how the table authors write their code (improper use of tags, or splitting
semantically linked text into multiple cells for formatting reasons), and those caused by the
limitations of HTML (insertion of empty cells to better align text, or incorrect code that
nonetheless renders correctly because HTML does not enforce correctness).

Beyond source-specific concerns, table detection schemes depend heavily on the input
format. Most approaches that tackle this problem tend to assume one homogeneous input
format for simplicity, but tables come in three varieties:

• raw text tables - generally ASCII text in monospace font, delimited by whitespace
and/or special characters;

• rich text tables - those formatted using LATEX, PDF, HTML and other such formats;

• images - bitmaps or other image formats, usually from scanned documents.

Tables in plain text are a little more difficult, as the detection system must be sensitive to
whitespace and symbols used to align ‘cells’ in tables. In scanned documents, textual content
is typically converted to ASCII by OCR software. The assumption with table processing over
images is that OCR software is available and reliable, which may or may not always be the
case, but is nonetheless usually out of the scope of tabular processing. Indeed, many systems
that deal with plain text perform under the assumption that their tabular data comes from
OCR processors.

Efforts to handle rich text formats generally focus on HTML-based representations. Raw
HTML is easier to parse than raw LATEX or PDF, and most formats are easily converted to
HTML. HTML tables can be detected relatively trivially by the use of <table> tags. That
said, Lerman et al [22] noted that in HTML files taken from the web, only a fraction of tabular
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data was presented using <table> tags, and those tags were also used to format multi-column
text, images and other non-table applications. Hurst [17] attests that less than 30% of HTML
tables on the web contain actual tabular content; the rest are used for formatting purposes.

Once the tables have been detected, they must be parsed to allow information to be ex-
tracted - and they generally cannot be parsed like continuous prose using ordinary techniques
for the reasons discussed above.

The focus of table parsing/segmenting systems depend on the purpose of reading in the
tables. As noted by Embley et al [11], there are many purposes for reading tables, including
but not limited to converting into a database, providing audio access to tables, table conver-
sion to other formats, and information extraction - but the same underlying techniques can
be applied to all with few variations.

2.3.2 Current Approaches

A survey of table recognition in general is presented by Zanibbi et al [31]. The authors make
no distinction between input formats; rather, they provide an overview of table recognition as
a process of forming table models, making observations, applying transformations and gen-
erating inferences. They conclude that simple, domain-specific methods have more promise
than complex, general methods of table detection.

Indeed, most approaches to table parsing over the years have been domain-specific. Work
has been done on mining web tables, financial tables [10], but to the best of our knowledge
no system exists to perform table processing over tables taken from biomedical literature.
This is likely due to how interest in biomedical text mining in general is a relatively new
phenomenon compared to that of text mining over newswire documents, as well as the lack
of availability of data (e.g. full-text documents and relevance judgements).

Approaches have been designed based on algorithms and heuristics that handle both table
detection and extraction. Tengli et al [26] presented a system for using examples of tables
to identify cell labels in HTML tables, and then associating each data cell with the correct
labels, using a vector space model. The authors divided the tables up into seven categories
based on complexity. Their system obtained an overall F-Score of 91.4% for extracting data
from tables taken from university websites.

The idea of using models to detect tables was also discussed by Hurst [18], but as a method
for decomposing table structure rather than detecting tables. Their approach represented
tables as a tuple <C, r, f, S> where C is the set of cells in the table, r is a function to
map cells to relative coordinates within the tables, f is a function to map cells to domain
descriptions, and S is a relation defining how the table on a whole should be represented.
Hurst’s aim was to develop a theoretical method for representing tables in a precise and
detailed manner, rather than an experimental work.

Silva et al [10] also work by decomposing tables using preset models. Their model is
different, however, and in fact involves using 5 types of models in succession: a graphical model
to detect the outer boundaries of a table and separate it from the surrounding document;
a physical model for detecting cells, columns and rows within the table; a functional model
to divide the table into areas that perform similar functions; a structural model for grouping
together cells that are semantically linked, such as attributes with data; and finally a semantic
model for understanding the meaning of the table, and inferring patterns or making decisions
based on it. They used their system to process ASCII tables in the financial domain, and
the authors showed that their approach reduced the search space for text mining by 50-70%
while retaining 95-99% of the relevant information.

Others have used graph or tree representations to parse tables, usually based on HTML
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tags [23, 22, 8] as the hierarchical tag structure lends itself easily to tree structures, but some
have parsed plain text tables by this approach [16, 1]. Liu et al [23] uses HTML tags to form
a tag tree of the page and identifies the data records formed by table-related tags. Lerman
et al [22] base their system on HTML tags as well describes a system for detecting HTML
tables using graphs as well, although they use constraint satisfaction techniques rather than a
tree-based structure. Cohen et al [8] also ultimately use a geometric tag tree representation of
tables based on how browswers render HTML. The authors first present a wrapper-learning
system for converting tabular data from websites into databases. A wrapper is a program that
makes an existing website look like a database; wrapper learning is the process of learning
wrappers through examples. The features they use are all based on HTML tags - modelling
all the HTML tags and attributes as a bag-of-words model - and the ratios of rows to columns,
strings to numbers, and singular cells to compound cells.

Hu et al [16] describe a system that works from plain text documents, but they also use
graphs - specifically directed acyclic graphs - and graph probing to decompose the structure
of their tables. By contrast, Amano et al [1] adapts grammar notation from natural language
processing rules to tables. Their focus is on table form documents, that is, documents where
the entire document is in itself a table, such as grant applications or item requisition forms,
and as such no table detection is necessary. The authors note that table forms can be thought
of as a combination of boxes: each cell is a box, which can combine with neighbouring cells
into ‘compound boxes’, ultimately resulting in the whole table form document. This can then
be represented as a tree graph, in the same manner in which words are combined to form
sentences by graph grammar parsers. They demonstrate that their method can build trees
for 90% of the documents it sees.

Gatterbauer et al [13] focused on using a graphical representation on tables, working from
HTML tables rendered as 2D images in the same manner they are displayed by browsers.
The described system uses 2D pattern recognition techniques over the rendered HTML tables
rather than work from the raw text, an approach based on how browsers display those tables
for human viewing. The authors only apply their system to tables taken from the Web, but
it would seem like their approach would work on scanned tables as well.

Finally, supervised machine learning approaches were attempted. Conditional random
fields (CRFs) were explored and considered promising (e.g. [25, ?]). Pinto et al [25] com-
pare the output of their CRF system with a previous effort using hidden Markov machines
(HMMs) as well as their initial heuristics-based attempt. The features they use are as follows:
whitespace characters of varying length, text feature, and separator characters. Thy found
that their heuristics-based system tended to extract too much information from tables, which
hurt performance. HMMs improved upon heuristics, and CRFs improved upon it further.

The authors also use CRFs to extract data from tables, building on their system for table
detection discussed above. Their later paper describes a system for performing question
answering over table data [?] using heuristics and CRFs, by decomposing tables into cells,
treating each data cell as a discrete document. They conclude that CRFs outperform both
heuristics and their previous effort using HMMs.

In general, it would appear that
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3 Experimental Setting

Our task is that of performing text mining over tabular data scraped from full text journal
articles, and use information extraction techniques to obtain information that might not be
obtained in the full text. Ultimately, our goal is to be able to populate a database with
information extracted using automatic methods.

In this section we describe how our data set was obtained, the methods by which it was
preprocessed, and the experimental setup. Our tabular data was taken from journal articles
that were hand-curated for entry into the MMR database [30], which was described in section
2.1. We also ultimately evaluate the output of our system with respect to records scraped
from the MMR database.

Of the information the database contains, the most relevant are the Gene, Exon and
Mutation fields. Efforts on text mining the literature on hereditary nonpolypopsis colorectal
cancer (HNPCC) places particular emphasis on gene mutations. Scientists have identified
four genes that, when mutated, can lead to HNPCC, but there is a wide variety of specific
mutations thereof. Gene mutations are thus the main item of interest for us.

3.1 Obtaining Data

The tables used in our experiments were obtained from the papers that were hand-curated
for entry into the MMR Database. We use the MMR as a starting point because the papers
in their collection are the ones that have been deemed relevant by a human expert. The
retrieval of relevant documents is out of the scope of this research; to do this automatically
would probably require domain knowledge and searching specific journals for related terms.
That said, that the papers contain relevant information does not necessarily mean the tables
will contain relevant information, only that the probability is higher. The relevant information
might only be contained in the prose, not the tables.

The database contained a total of 5,491 records at the time (May 2008), corresponding to
719 distinct PubMedIDs of papers the data was sourced from. These records were preserved
in a file to act as a gold-standard for evaluation purposes. Using an automatic download
script, those PubMedIDs were then used to find the corresponding article in the MEDLINE
collection and then to download the full text version. Papers that could not be scraped
automatically were not downloaded. As such, not all of the referenced papers could be
scraped for the following reasons:

• Some journals were not in our PubMed subscription (not all articles in there are freely
accessible), hence the full text was unavailable;

• Limitations of the automatic download script. The link to the article’s full text was
sometimes several levels deeper in the page, and the exact wording of the link varied
between articles;

• Some of the papers not available in HTML format.

The tables were then extracted from the full text HTML files using another automatic
script. It is worth noting that the tables were already present as links to separate HTML
files rather than being presented as inline tables, making this process a relatively simple one.
Papers that did not have tables in HTML format were also eliminated; some papers contained
tables in the form of scanned images, but there is no way to distinguish those from other
images such as diagrams during scraping and reading non-HTML tables is out of the scope
of this experiment.
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A total of 197 distinct tables were scraped using this method from 70 papers. These
were referenced by a total of 784 records in the MMR database. This is a small collection
compared to the original set of 719 papers, but it is because we took a conservative approach
to table scraping. We are planning to improve upon this method of scraping in the future.

3.2 Data Preparation

Once scraped, the tables were then pre-processed into a form that more readily allows exper-
imentation. The tables are therefore split into three parts: column headers, row headers, and
data cells. This was done based on the HTML formatting, which was consistent throughout
the data set as the tables were automatically generated.

The first step was to deconstruct the HTML tables into nested lists of cells based on
HTML table tags. The inconsistencies introduced by colspan and rowspan attributes were
resolved by propogating a cell’s contents across its spanned lengths. That is, a cell with
colspan=3 would be duplicated across three columns, and likewise for cells spanning multiple
rows. Single-cell rows at the top or bottom of a table were regarded as captions and discarded,
as they were not directly tabular data.

The remaining HTML was stripped, save for the following tags which contained important
information:

• img tags were replaced by their alternate text, if any. This was done as many mathe-
matical symbols like ‘>’ which are prevalent in the data set were represented as images
rather than the symbol itself, and to lose those image tags would be to lose a substantial
amount of information;

• hr tags were preserved as they proved to be an important indicator for dividing data
cells and header cells.

The cells in each table were then divided into row headers, column headers and data cells.
Heuristics were used to detect headers, and cells that were not column or row headers were
assumed to be data cells. A drawback to this approach is that it does not detect nested
tables, i.e. tables where additional ‘headers’ were nested several rows into the table.

Column Headers were detected using the presence of hr tags (which denote horizontal
rules in HTML) as a heuristic. Such tags were always present as a separator between column
header cells and data cells. The hr tags were subsequently removed.

Another heuristic attempted to detect column headers was noting if cells on that row had
spanned multiple columns; when that occurred, that row and the row below were flagged as
column headers. This is because frequently the column headers were nested over multiple rows
(and thus the cells would span multiple columns). However, this method also automatically
flagged the first row of every table as a column header as well, under the assumption that
every table would have column headers, which proved to be false. In the end, this heuristic
was not used as using hr tags produced slightly better results, but the two heuristics differed
on only a handful of tables. Both these heuristics take advantage of artifacts that may be
specific to the particular flavour of automatic HTML generation used by PubMed; tables
from other sources would likely require different header detection methods.

Row headers were detected by checking if the top left cell of the table was blank, a
pattern which occurred in all tables that had row headers.

Most tables had column headers rather than row headers (154 tables, or 78%), although
some had both (40, or 20%) and a small proportion (3, or 2%) had only row headers. Most
rows can be considered independent instances, like records in a database. The tables that
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proved to be empty or only contained captions that were discarded during parsing, but there
was only one such table in our collection.

Tables with column headers were considered to be column major, whether or not they
had row headers - that is, each column was considered to be about a single subject and could
therefore be classified as a single entity. Tables that only had row headers were considered
to be row major. Our classifiers were therefore run on a column-by-column basis for column
major tables and on a row-by-row basis for row major tables.

3.3 Task Design

Experiments were run on two levels: first we performed table vector classification, then
mutation extraction. We define table vector as the cells forming columns/rows of a partic-
ular table. We decided on a 2 step approach because table vector classification is a useful
intermediate-step for identifying entities as it is easier to evaluate.

On the table vector level, only the column or row headers (depending on whether the
table was row- or column-major) and corresponding data cells were used, with each column
or row as a single instance. Each column or row can be considered to be about a particular
topic. To create a gold standard classification set, the table vectors were classified through
manual annotation. The full vector was classified as an entity if any of the cells belonged
to the class; this made it relatively fast compared to annotating each cell, but was still a
process that took several days. Compound classifications are possible, however for machine
learning purposes they are treated as distinct classes of their own (e.g. “Gene, Exon”, “Exon,
Mutation”).

Table 2 shows the subjects used in classifying headers, along with the associated number
of instances per class in the gold standard and an example cell of each. There are a total
of 27,700 cells in the collection; the above counts total up to 28343 because columns/rows
classified as more than one class are counted towards both.

Class No. Instances No. Cells Example

Gene 64 1618 hMSH2

Mutation 90 2174 c.1738G>T

Exon 48 1004 3

Codon 23 435 219

Statistic 482 8788 19 (20%)

Other 576 14324 (none of the above)

Table 2: Header Classification Classes

The classes were chosen because Gene, Exon and Mutation are fields that occur in the
MMR database; Codon is included as it helps pinpoint the location of a mutation; Statistic
because it can indicate how important a mutation is; and Other are the ones that do not
fall into any of the main categories. Of those classes, the Mutation class is the most impor-
tant/interesting as this is the ‘central’ piece of information that we are most interested in -
the domain is restricted to only four different genes, with a multitude of associated mutations.

The classes ‘Country’ and ‘Criteria’ were considered as well, but eventually discarded.
Several tables had data on the country of origin of patients, and ‘Criteria’ denotes the criteria
under which the patient was diagnosed with HNPCC, but there were too few examples of
either to properly train a classifier. We have preserved the annotations for future experiments.
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Two approaches were used towards solving the header classification problem: using heuris-
tis and applying machine learning algorithms. The heuristic-based methods were imple-
mented using Python scripts, as was the feature engineering for machine learning algorithms.
Machine learning was performed using the Weka [29] Machine Learning suite, which contains
implementations of a variety of machine learning algorithms as well as methods for capturing
and evaluating their output. It also provides in-built tools for data pre-processing, classifi-
cation, regression, clustering, association rules, and visualization. For each feature set, the
data was cleaned up by using the following methods:

• Stemming, using the PorterStemmer algorithm;

• Feature selection algorithms, using those in-built into Weka.

After table vector classification, we used the results of our best-performing classifier to
perform mutation extraction, which is our main goal with this project. That is, cells in a
column/row classified as ’Mutation’ would be considered candidates for extracting mutations.
To evaluate the output of our classifier, the extracted mutations were then compared to the
corresponding records scraped from the MMR database.

3.4 Evaluation

The system was evaluated as follows:

• Table vector classification: measured against a hand-crafted gold-standard

• Mutation Extraction: measured against records scraped from the MMR database.

We calculate the performance of the table vector classifier using precision, recall and F-
Score, micro-averaged among the classes. Micro-averaging is done by multiplying the accuracy
of a class by the number of instances of the class in the gold standard, divided by the total
number of instances. The purpose of this was to obtain a score that better reflected the class
spread in our data, that is, to weight the average scores to the number of instances per class
rather than treat all classes as equal.

For the machine learning algorithms, evaluation was performed using 10-fold stratified
cross-validation: the data was partitioned into 10 portions of equal size and class distribution,
over which the algorithms were executed repeatedly with a different partition as the test
instance every time. For each fold, the remaining nine partitions acted as training data.
Weka has inbuilt support for this.

We use the following metrics to evaluate performance:

• Precision is the number of relevant documents retrieved (true positives) divided by
the total number of documents retrieved (true positives + false positives). It is the
measure of exactness: a high precision score means the classifier retrieves relatively few
irrelevant documents.

P =
TP

TP + FP

• Recall is the number of relevant documents retrieved (true positives) divided by the
total number of relevant documents (true positives + false negatives). It is the measure
of completeness; a high recall score means the classifier retrives a high proportion of
the total relevant documents.

R =
TP

TP + FN
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• F-Score is the harmonic mean of the two. It can be weighted towards either precision
or recall, but for the purposes of this experiment, we weight them both equally.

F =
2(P ×R)

P + R

For the cell classification step, performance was calculated by percentage overlap with
the records scraped from the MMR Database, described in section 2.1. We use precision and
recall to measure performance as well. Specifically, we compared the extracted mutations
from tables associated with a particular paper against the mutations corresponding with the
paper’s PubMedID in the MMR database. The MMR records were used in place of a hand-
crafted gold standard as that would have been too expensive. This also means that only some
of the mutations returned by our system are deemed ‘correct’, as our system identifies all
mutations, including the ones that were deemed irrelevant by the MMR database curators.
To overcome this, we would have to take into account domain knowledge when building our
system, which is not feasible.

Normalization is an important here, as the extracted mutations come in a variety of non-
standard forms; we use a fuzzy matching algorithm to calculate the overlap between the
extracted mutations and the MMR records. The gold standard mutations were expanded
using query expansion techniques, and the extracted mutation strings were cleaned up as
much as possible. We then hand-checked the results for accuracy.
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4 Table Vector Classification

As described in Section 3.2, the tables in our collection were segmented into column headers,
row headers and data cells. Most tables have column headers, or both column headers and
row headers; such tables were considered column major and are segmented into columns. A
few tables have only row headers; such tables were considered row major, and are segmented
into rows. There were some empty tables that contained only captions and no actual tabular
data; those were discarded.

Our purpose in this experiment is to classify those columns and rows in the tables into
categories. We work from the presumption that each column/row can be considered to be
about a particular ‘subject’ or class. We thus classify those columns and rows into one or
more of six classes, evaluated with respect to a hand-crafted gold standard class file described
in Section 3.3. The results are measured using the Precision, Recall and F-Score metrics
described in Section 3.4. There were a total of 1254 unique table vectors in our dataset
to be classified under one or more categories; vectors classified as multiple categories were
duplicated. That is, a vector classified as “Gene, Mutation” would be counted towards both
the ‘Gene’ and ‘Mutation’ classes.

Two separate approaches were attempted: using simple heuristics as a baseline, and
applying machine learning algorithms. Both are described in this section.

4.1 Heuristic Methods

Our first approach was to apply simple heuristics to the problem. We built two heuristic-
based systems: one naive baseline to act as a ‘bottom line’ for subsequent methods - that
is, we expect that any more complex system would be able to improve upon it. We then
applied an existing tool to the data, MutationFinder (described in Section 2.2), to improve
our baseline.

4.1.1 Baseline

The first rule-based system is our baseline, a naive keyword-matching algorithm over headers.
If the category label or its synonyms appear in the header string, it is considered part of that
category. The keywords used are as follows:

• Gene: Gene (no synonyms used)

• Exon: Exon (no synonyms used)

• Codon: Codon (no synonyms used)

• Mutation: Mutation, Variation, Missense

• Statistic: No., Number, Statistic, the ‘%’ symbol

Each column/row header was matched against as many keywords as possible. The class
label for each keyword matched was then applied to the header. If no keywords were matched,
the class Other was applied.

The output of the classifier was compared to a hand-crafted gold standard, which was
created by manually categorizing all the columns/rows into classes. A breakdown of the
results by class are shown in Table 3.

Precision was highest for the ‘Statistic’ class, but its recall was very poor (32.4%). It can
be inferred that this is due to it being a very different class, subject-wise, than the others, with
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Precision Recall F-Score

Gene 0.537 0.620 0.575
Exon 0.762 0.615 0.681
Codon 0.850 0.654 0.739
Mutation 0.283 0.301 0.292
Statistic 0.911 0.324 0.478
Other 0.581 0.903 0.707

Micro Avg 0.693 0.614 0.651
Macro Avg 0.654 0.569 0.578

Table 3: Naive Baseline Results

very little overlap: a keyword-matching system will mis-classify the header string “Mutations
for gene 1” as both ‘Gene’ and ‘Mutation’ instead of just ‘Mutation’, but is unlikely to mis-
classify “No. of patients” as anything but ‘Statistic’. The micro-average score is also skewed
towards classes with more instances such as ‘Other’ and ‘Statistic’. Macro-averaging does
not suffer from this problem; as shown in the table, the macro average is significantly lower
than the micro average as it puts more ‘weight’ onto the ‘Mutation’ class.

The ‘Exon’ and ‘Codon’ classes enjoyed relatively high (76.2% and 85.0%, respectively)
precision scores; headers for these classes are fairly consistent in terminology used.

Precision is lower for the other categories. For the ‘Other’ class, the reason is simple; the
majority of instances get classified as ‘Other’ for lack of a keyword. For the ‘Gene’ class, it
is likely that instances are being misclassified as “Gene, Mutation” when they should merely
be classified as ‘Mutation’. ‘Mutation’ is the class that performs worst.

Some examples of misclassified table vectors are as follows. Each vector is represented in
the format Vector Header: [List of cells].

• Statistic misclassified as Mutation:
Germline mutation hMSH2 (n=7) Female: [‘17’, ‘9 (53%)’, ‘1’, ‘’, ‘’, ‘7 (41%)’, ‘’, ‘1’,

‘3’]

• Gene misclassified as Mutation:
Mutation detected: [‘MLH1’, ‘MLH1’, ‘MLH1’, ‘MSH2’, ‘MSH2’, ‘MLH1’, ‘MSH2’, ‘MSH2’, ‘na’,

‘MSH2’, ‘No’, ‘No’, ‘na’]

(some cells omitted for brevity)

• Mutation misclassified as Other:
Nucleotide change (amino acid): [‘c.3306T -> A’, ‘c.3851C -> T (T1284M)’ ‘c.4064-4065insGTCA’,

‘IVS1-36A -> G’, ‘IVS5 + 11-14delCTTA’, ‘IVS7 + 28-29insCTAT’, ‘IVS9-24C -> T’]

• Mutation misclassified as Other:
Base change: [‘Del G’, ‘Del AAG’, ‘Del AAT’, ‘T>A’, ‘C>T’]

• Mutation misclassified as Gene:
MMR gene defect: [‘MLH1 IVS7-2A->G Splice’, ‘MLH1 c.677G->A Splice’, ‘MLH1 c.676C->T R226X’,

‘MLH1 IVS9-1G->T splice’, ‘MLH1 c.1810A->T K604X’]

From those examples we can see one of the biggest drawbacks to our naive keyword-matching
algorithm: the keywords can be used in different ways based on context. Moreover, our lists
of keywords do not cover all possibilities: some headers (such as the third example) do not
contain any of the keywords our algorithm looks for.
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Overall, our baseline system produced a micro-averaged F-Score of 0.651. However, it
should be noted that it had a F-Score of only 0.292 for the Mutation category which we are
most interested in.

4.1.2 Using MutationFinder

It would be desirable to do better than the keyword-matching algorithm for the ‘Muta-
tion’ class. For a better baseline, we ran MutationFinder [6] over the table vectors. As
described in Section 2.2, MutationFinder is a system for detecting mutations in text using
automatically generated regular expressions. We used the system available from Source-
Forge5, MutationFinder-1.1, obtained July 2008.

The data set was reformatted to meet MutationFinder’s input format so each column/row
was present as a distinct instance; the output returned was formatted in the same manner.
MutationFinder’s output was then used as a heuristic for detecting mutations: if Mutation-
Finder found any mutations in that vector, the whole vector was classified as ‘Mutation’.
This replaced the original heuristic of keyword-matching. The other heuristics remain the
same.

Again, we compared the output against our hand-crafted gold standard. The results, as
well as the re-calculated average scores, are shown in Table 4.

Precision Recall F-Score

Gene 0.537 0.611 0.571
Exon 0.762 0.615 0.681
Codon 0.850 0.654 0.739
Mutation 0.600 0.452 0.515
Statistic 0.911 0.340 0.495
Other 0.579 0.910 0.708

Micro Avg 0.715 0.633 0.672
Macro Avg 0.706 0.597 0.618

Table 4: Results using MutationFinder

MutationFinder does a far better job of finding mutations than the naive keyword match-
ing. Its Precision score is more than double that of our naive baseline, though its Recall
is still low, perhaps because it focuses on a specific type of mutation and not others. The
overall F-Score increased as well, but there still seems to be plenty of room for improvement.

Its results over tabular data are lower than its reported scores over continuous prose, but
given that it was trained over abstracts of full-text articles and was not designed with tabular
data in mind, its performance was good. For example, recall that the naive baseline described
in the previous section (4.1.1) misclassified the following instances:

• Mutation misclassified as Other:
Nucleotide change (amino acid): [‘c.3306T -> A’, ‘c.3851C -> T (T1284M)’ ‘c.4064-4065insGTCA’,

‘IVS1-36A -> G’, ‘IVS5 + 11-14delCTTA’, ‘IVS7 + 28-29insCTAT’, ‘IVS9-24C -> T’]

• Mutation misclassified as Other:
Base change: [‘Del G’, ‘Del AAG’, ‘Del AAT’, ‘T>A’, ‘C>T’]

5http://mutationfinder.sourceforge.net/
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MutationFinder, however, would detect the mutation T1284M (underlined in the first ex-
ample) and thus classify the instance correctly as ‘Mutation’. However, the second instance
would still be misclassified as it would fail to detect any mutations as they are not in the
format it expects.

These results show that it is still possible to improve upon classifier performance for
the ‘Mutation’ class. Another possible heuristic that was considered was simple pattern-
matching. The heuristics used would have been classifying table vectors as ‘Mutation’ if
the majority of data cells could fit the pattern c.N[symbol]N, classifying vectors as ‘Exon’ if
the majority were numeric, and matching against a dictionary of genes to classify vectors
as ‘Gene’. However, we decided to move on to a machine learning approach instead, as in
general heuristic methods tend to be brittle and often over-fit to the data sets on which they
were designed. Machine learning generalizes better to other domains; moreover, other authors
(e.g. [25, 28, 19, 22] have noted improvements by using machine learning over heuristics.

4.2 Machine Learning Methods

Four sets of features were developed for the machine learning experiments. The Weka [29]
Machine Learning package was used as it contains a wide selection of in-built algorithms. It
also provides built-in support for evaluating their performance.

Algorithms were chosen for variety and overall performance. All were evaluated within
Weka using 10-fold stratified cross-validation, which involves dividing the set of instances
up into ten folds and executing the classifier ten times with a different fold acting as test
data in turn. We evaluated our results in relation to the gold-standard vector classifications
described in Section 3.3. The following algorithms were used:

• ZeroR as the baseline method. It applies the majority class to all instances; as such
results for ZeroR were identical across all feature sets;

• NaiveBayes, a statistical classifier based on Bayesian probability;

• Support Vector Machines, a supervised learning method that views the input data as
a set of points in n-dimensional space;

• JRip, a propositional rule learner;

• J48, a decision trees builder.

The feature sets used are as follows. Only information in the tables was used in engineering
these feature sets; captions and text referring to the table were not included.

• Set 1 - Patterns: features are the header string, and the following statistical infor-
mation: average and median cell lengths; whether the data was all numeric.

• Set 2 - BoW D: bag of words over all cells. The bag-of-words model is a simplifying
assumption that the set can be represented as an unorded collection of words; this was
done by representing each word by a distinct boolean attribute.

• Set 3 - BoW HD: using the bag-of-words model over header cells and all cells in
the table. The system does make a distinction between header words and column/row
words. That is, a word would be represented as header-[word] if it was present in the
header and data-[word] if it was present in the data portion.

• Set 4 - BoW H: the bag-of-words model over headers cells only.
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The results are presented as micro-averaged F-Scores and are summarized in Table 5. For
brevity, a full breakdown of classes for all classifiers was omitted. We will, however, analyze
the results per class below for the best-performing classifier and feature set.

Algorithm
Feature Sets

Patterns BoW D BoW HD BoW H

ZeroR 0.288 0.288 0.288 0.288
Naive Bayes 0.614 0.454 0.581 0.678
Support Vector Machines 0.717 0.599 0.816 0.839
JRip 0.564 0.493 0.749 0.790
J48 0.288 0.532 0.782 0.793

Table 5: Results for Machine Learning Algorithms - Micro-Averaged F-Scores

The Patterns feature set performed better than before; it achieved a maximum F-Score
of 71.7% using the Support Vector Machines algorithm. BoW D was an improvement over
Patterns for the J48 algorithm, but did worse for all other algorithms. The third feature set,
BoW HD, improved upon both previous feature sets’ performances on all algorithms except
Naive Bayes. Overall, the BoW H feature set performed the best. It performed better than
the first over all the other algorithms.

The best-perfoming classifier is Support Vector Machines.
It performed best over the BoW H feature set. This is due to the headers being a better

indication of a column or row’s contents than the data cells themselves - using the data cells
in a bag-of-words experiment introduces too much noise to the data set.

Precision Recall F-Score

Gene 0.778 0.737 0.757
Exon 0.786 0.707 0.745
Codon 0.833 0.882 0.857
Mutation 0.656 0.679 0.667
Statistic 0.919 0.853 0.885
Other 0.82 0.884 0.85

Micro Avg 0.839 0.841 0.839

Table 6: Results for Support Vector Machines on BoW H

Table 6 contains a breakdown of the results of the highest-performing classifier, Support
Vector Machines, over the BoW H feature set. As it shows, the accuracy of detection for
the Mutation class is still relatively low, but higher than the results using heuristics. We
clearly improve for all classes.

However, we are still missing some mutations. The following is an example of a misclas-
sified mutation instance:

• Mutation misclassified as Other:
Base change: [‘Del G’, ‘Del AAG’, ‘Del AAT’, ‘T>A’, ‘C>T’]

For this vector, this might have been a case of not enough information; there are only
two words in the header.
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5 Mutation Extraction

In Section 4, we classified table vectors into categories, treating each vector as a single in-
stance. In reality, however, the usefulness of our system for database curation lies in the
actual number of useful entities extracted rather than the vectors classified. As such, in this
section we evaluate the accuracy of our system with respect to identifying mutations. Muta-
tions were chosen specifically because the number of mutations extracted is more interesting
than the other types of entities in the tables: there are only four genes in the collection and
exon/codon are just digits, not useful unless linked to other entities.

This step is necessary as not all cells in vectors classified as ‘Mutation’ will, themselves,
contain mutation strings. On the other hand, cells might contain multiple mutation strings,
or mutation strings combined with other information. The algorithm to classify vectors as
mutations/genes/etc is always ‘greedy’ - it will classify a column/row as ‘Mutation’ if even
one cell in the column/row contains a Mutation. This is a problem because it makes the
algorithm less precise when viewed on a cell level.

We use the following as candidates for mutation extraction:

• Cells in vectors classified as ‘Mutation’ by our best-performing vector classifier, Support
Vector Machines over the BoW H feature set (described in Section 4.2) - 1702 cells;

• Cells in vectors labelled ‘Mutation’ in our gold-standard vector classifications (described
in Section 3), as an upper bound - 1847 cells;

• The output of MutationFinder [6] over the full text documents, as a benchmark - 438
cells.

In comparison, there are a total of 27,700 cells in our collection of tables. Vector classification
reduced that number considerably.

We evaluate the candidate cells from each against mutations in the records scraped from
the MMR database, described in Section 2.1. In the database, each paper’s PubMedID is
associated with a list of mutations, which are then matched against the mutations extracted
from tables corresponding to those papers. In total, there were 784 mutations in the MMR
database that were linked to our collection of tables.

There are several problems with matching extracted mutations against the records in
the MMR database. The first is the problem of normalization: there are many different
nomenclature systems, and the mutations in the tables may be described using any one of
them, whereas the MMR database mutations all follow one nomenclature format. To convert
mentions from all of them to one nomenclature consistently (namely, the nomenclature used
by the MMR database records) is a non-trivial task. Consider the following vector taken
from our data set:

‘Nature’, ‘C>T nt198; Thr>Thr’, ‘A>G nt 655; Ile>Val’, ‘G>A nt1558 +14’, ‘C>G nt

211 +9’, ‘G>A nt; Lys>Lys’, ‘T>C nt 2006 -6’, ‘ ’

The standard representation of mutations used by the MMR database is
c.Nw{>,del,ins,dup}m, where w is the original base identity, N refers to the sequence position,
and m refers to the mutation. The > symbol denotes the base identity being replaced with
the mutation, del denotes deletion, ins denotes insertion, and dup denotes duplication. This
format is used by all the mutations in the MMR database, but this is not the case for the
tables in our data set. As such, if we were to merely do a string search of all the mutations
in the MMR records over the extracted cells, it would do very poorly.

Another issue is that sometimes the information is incomplete. Consider the example:
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‘Base change’, ‘C > T’, ‘1039insTT’, ‘C > G’, ‘116G > A’, ‘1408C > T’

In the above cases, there are mutations present but there is information missing. Consider
the cell ‘C > T’: it lacks information on the location of the mutation. Note that some of the
mutations above, for instance the string ‘1039insTT’ is also not in normal form; while it is
largely correct, it lacks the leading ‘c. ’.

Given those problems, we chose to perform evaluation using inexact matching, allowing
for partial matches. We extract mutation ’fragments’ as well as proper mutations, i.e. ‘C>T’

as well as ‘1039insTT’. Term expansion was also performed on both ’sides’ of the system - the
MMR records and the mutation cells - to expand them into their constituent substrings. An
example of such an expansion would be:

c.655A>G: 655A>G, 655A, c.655A, c.655, "655 A>G", "655A G"

Those matches were then hand-checked for accuracy. The results are shown in Table 7.
Nevertheless, the overlap between our extracted mutations and the mutations in the database
was quite low - even our gold standard vector classifications achieved 28% coverage over the
MMR database. MutationFinder’s low results are due to it only targeting a specific type of
mutation string - point mutations - whereas the MMR database contains a more varied set.

MutationFinder Vector Gold Std Predicted by ML Classifier

Precision 0.01 (6/438) 0.11 (198/1847) 0.09 (153/1702)
Recall 0.01 (6/784) 0.28 (198/784) 0.21 (153/784)

Table 7: Results for Cell Classification

One reason for the low precision is that the vector classifications are performed in a greedy
fashion. A vector is classified as ‘Mutation’ even if only a single cell contains a mutation string.
For example, this is a vector that would have been classified as ‘Mutation’:

‘Mutation’, ‘AIM’, ‘c.1277-? 1386+?del p.Gly426 Gln462del>GlyfsX5 (MSH2)’, ‘NT’,

‘NT’, ‘NT’, ‘NT’, ‘c.942+3A>T p.Val265 Gln314del (MSH2)’, ‘AIM’, ‘AIM’, ‘AIM’,

‘AIM’, ‘c.3415G>A p.Gly1139Ser (MSH6)’, ‘AIM’, ‘AIM’, ‘AIM’, ‘AIM’, ‘AIM’, ‘AIM’,

‘NT’, ‘AIM’, ‘AIM’

In this case, the three underlined cells contain information on multiple mutations (as well
as the associated gene) but most of the other cells do not contain any. However, the vector
classifier would classify the whole thing as ‘Mutation’.

We observed that, we could discard many false candidates by applying some simple rules.

• presence of ‘c.’ or ‘p.’ identifiers

• presence of missense keywords: ‘>’ symbol, del, ins, dup

• presence of two or more consecutive numbers

Discarding cells that did not meet the above criteria reduced the number of entities returned
by the ML classifier to 989 and raise the precision of the system to 15.5% without hurting
recall.

Moreover, some mutations contained in tables might have been deemed irrelevant and
not entered into the database by the curators, a process which we cannot perform without
domain knowledge. That is, we might be correctly identifying strings as mutations, but they
might not be relevant mutations and thus would not appear in the database records.
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Another reason for the low numbers is that the records in the MMR database might
reference mutations found only in the full text of the articles. That is, the database records
are not a representative gold standard for mutations extracted from tables, but to create
a definitive gold standard mutation list would be prohibitively expensive. The important
numbers here are therefore the comparison between the three systems. In that regard, our
ML classifier’s score of 21% is promising: its results are 75% of that of the gold standard
vector classifier.
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6 Discussion & Conclusion

In this report we have explored the viability of performing information extraction over tabular
data to detect mentions of mutation strings. Our aim was to extract information from tables
to aid database curators, as we can potentially speed up their efforts by identifying the cells
in tables taken from journal articles that are likely to contain mutations.

The first step was to perform table vector classification. Our baseline system was a simple
keyword matching algorithm, which we then combined with the output of MutationFinder
over table vectors as a heuristic for the ‘Mutation’ class. We discovered that the results of
our baseline could be improved upon, but decided that any heuristic-based system would not
generalize well, and thus applied various machine learning algorithms to the problem. Our
best-performing table vector classifier used Support Vector Machines over the header cells
represented in bag-of-words format.

Mutation extraction was then performed by taking the output of our best-performing
table vector classifier and comparing it against the records from the MMR database. This
evaluation gives us the coverage of our classifier over the MMR database records. Normaliza-
tion was a problem, as there are many different nomenclature systems to refer to mutations,
and to convert mentions from all of them to one nomenclature consistently (namely, the
nomenclature used by the MMR database records) is a non-trivial task. As such, we eval-
uated the output by hand, uzing fuzzy matching - performing some whitespace cleanup on
the mutation side, and term expansion on the records side - to output the most likely can-
didates. We evaluated our results by comparing against the output of MutationFinder over
full text articles, as well as that of the gold-standard table vector classifications, using the
same process of fuzzy matching and hand-checking.

It should be noted that MutationFinder did extremely poorly when we ran it against the
full text articles and compared its output against the records taken from the MMR database;
this is due to it only looking for some specific patterns as per the regular expressions it built
when it was trained.

Using our machine learning classifier, we were able to return 21% of the mutation entities
that were in the hand-curated database for the data set. By contrast, MutationFinder could
find only 1% of the mutations in the MMR database, and our gold-standard vector classi-
fications returned 28%. It can be inferred from these numbers that our machine learning
classification returns 75% (21% out of 28% that were in the gold standard) of the mutations
in the tables. This is promising as it shows that a fully automated approach can return a
reasonable proportion of the hand-annotated data.

The general shortcomings of the system include:

• We did not evaluate the merging or linking of cells to extract more complete records.
Currently, our system only identifies mutations and does not link them to genes or
exons, although we are able to extract those categories. While we could calculate the
overlap of those in the same manner as with mutation extraction, this is a less interesting
task as there are only four genes in the collection and exon/codon are just digits - not
useful unless linked to other entities. With this is mind, the system is not yet at the
level where it can be used for automatic database population.

• At the moment, this is a small-scale experiment using a closed data set. That is, all
the papers in our collection were previously hand-curated for entry in to the MMR
database, which also acted as a point of comparison for any extraction tasks performed
on them. To generalize this work, we would need retrieval of more potentially relevant
documents, which can be done by using standard information retrieval techniques.
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Performing mutation extraction would also require more hand-annotation if a point of
comparison such as the MMR database records was not available.

• We did not normalize mutations into a standard form. Normalization was a huge issue as
there is a high level of naming inconsistency (the same mutation referred to in different
forms) and missing information in the data set, but it is a problem that needs to be
studied separately, possibly also using machine learning. By performing term expansion
and fuzzy matching, we were able to match extracted mutations against records in the
MMR database, but fully automatic normalization could not be achieved.

As it stands, our system has potential real-world applications for database curation: while
we may not be able to automatically populate a database directly, we could at least detect
and highlight mutations to help curators.

6.1 Future Work

Some of the things that could be done to improve upon our work are:

• Associating genes, exons, and the other classes with the extracted mutations by merging
cells or otherwise associating adjacent cells with one another. This would improve the
viability of automatic database population.

• Using extracted statistics to point to the significance/usefulness of a mutation - for
example, a mutation with a high number of associated patients may be more significant
than one with few patients. This is something we were not able to do, although we
classified columns as Statistic with the idea in mind that it could be used in this manner.

• We would have liked to run other state-of-the-art systems like BioTagger against our
data as well, but this was not possible. BioTagger’s output was too complex, and we
could not extract the relevant information from it.

• Normalization is a difficult problem and could likely be a project in itself, separate
from information extraction from tables, but it is an important one. We think it
worth creating annotated data and exploring machine learning to solve this problem as
well. Normalization efforts could also benefit from tabular data: for example, mutation
extraction could be performed over the full text and cross-reference with the tables, as
the mutations might be mentioned somewhere in the document in complete, normalized
form.

• The method we used to perform table scraping could be improved. We assume in this
case that we have scraped all the tables possible, but our current method ‘loses’ a lot of
papers and tables from the original collection. Being able to obtain all the associated
tables would improve the viability of the system.

• Associate tables with the captions/full text/footnotes, and use data from those sources
to improve information extraction. On occassion, a header or cell contained a numbered
footnote linked to a table caption, but we were not able to take advantage of this due
to the way tables were processed, nor could we take advantage of the text surrounding
the tables in the full text documents. We were also not able to associate cells with each
other, or join cells together - some adjacent cells should really be merged (as they refer
to the same entities, only split due to the author’s formatting choices) but we could not
manage to do this automatically. This is a technical issue, but one that may provide
useful information from which to base off future work.
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• Generalizing our work to other data sets in the biomedical domain, or even to other
data sets in general. We showed that by doing annotation of table vectors, we are able
to obtain good results. This approach could be extended to other domains as well.

6.2 Conclusion

We set out initially to investigate the viability of information extraction from tables to aid
human curators in populating databases. While our system is unable to automatically pop-
ulate biomedical databases directly, we believe the results demonstrate the viability of such
an endeavour. We showed promising performance on machine learning with annotated table
vectors, a relatively cheap annotation task compared to that of marking up full text doc-
uments. In particular, we demonstrate that it is possible to detect a significant number of
mutation entities in tables using machine learning.
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